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Before you begin;

Disclaimer;

Read, Understand and Comply with;

The description and specifications outlined in
this service procedure are current as of the date
indicated on the front cover. TPC International
reserves the right to modify, revise, or discontinue
components that may be used throughout
the procedure without notice to customers.
This right will be reserved for instances where
the technical development team at TPC
International devises a solution it deems to be
more appropriate. Contact TPC International
if you believe a change has been made to your
system (since the date of this procedure). Any
reference to brand names seen in this publication
are made as an example of the recommended
products used and should not be considered as
an endorsement. Alternative’s to these products
can be used as long they are verified to be of a) a
similar chemical composition, b) will not damage
existing hardware, and c) will serve the same
purpose as the recommended product. Only
genuine TIREBOSS® 2 replacement parts can
be used in order to maintain warranty. Failure
to use genuine TIREBOSS® 2 replacement parts
can also have adverse effects and create critical
issues within the system. Every effort has been
made to ensure the accuracy of the following
procedure, however TPC International makes no
expressed or implied warranty claims based on
the enclosed information. TPC International will
also not be liable for any incidental or indirect
damages or consequential damages incurred by
following this procedure.

- All Instructions and procedures,
- Companies maintenance intervals, service
routines, installation and diagnostic procedures
- Vehicle manufacturers safety instructions when
working on vehicles,
- Vehicle manufacturers safety and best practice
guidelines not included or described in service
procedure,
- Local safety regulations
During Service;
- Work should only be carried out by trained
personnel
- Use only recommended parts, tools, and
procedures
Upon Completing Service;
- All vehicles should be thoroughly tested and
inspected before being released back into
service
- Ensure the date and service type is noted on
the log sheet located inside of the SCU cover
Safety Notice;
Proper maintenance, service and repair is
important for the reliable and safe operation of Tire
Pressure Control International Ltd.’s [henceforth
known as “TPC International”] TIREBOSS® 2
Tire Pressure Control system. Systems that lack
or have poor service and maintenance intervals
have a higher potential for failure with potentially
devastating circumstances. Failure of the control
system could place additional stress on different
systems within the vehicle causing them to be
worn in ways they were not designed for and
creating a dangerous situation. This includes,
but is not limited to, vehicle tires, suspension
system, pneumatic system, electrical system,
etc. The procedures outlined in this guide are
preventive and should be considered as part
of regular maintenance in order to ensure the
health and good operation of the system. Due to
the technical nature of the procedure outlined
in this guide, service should be performed with
extreme caution by trained individuals only.

Contact TPC International;
Email: info@tireboss.com
Phone Number: +1 (780) 451-4894
Toll Free:
1 (888) 338 3587 [North America]
1 (800) 148 694 [Australia]
0 (800) 443 971 [New Zealand]
0 (8000) 155 612 [United Kingdom]
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CAUTION
System must be serviced by
QUALIFIED PERSONNEL ONLY
DO NOT connect or disconnect any
part of this electrical system when
controller is on
Before WELDING on vehicle, battery
cables must be DISCONNECTED or
serious damage to electrical system
may result
AVOID direct high pressure wash

TIREBOSS ®
Important Information
The TIREBOSS 2 system is a Tire Pressure Control System that monitors and
controls tire pressures.
- References to system components contained within this manual are 		
as follows;
OCU - Operator Control Unit
SCU - System Control Unit
VCU - Valve Control Unit
- The OCU must remain on at all times while the vehicle is in motion.
- Ensure all manual wheel end valves are opened before moving the vehicle.
- If service work is being performed that requires the removal of wheels &
tires, ensure valve core stems are removed prior to reconnecting the
TIREBOSS system.
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1.1 | Valve Control Unit [V1.0] Service Procedure
Before beginning the service;
- Ensure all manual wheel end valves are closed
- Ensure the Valve Control Unit (VCU) is relieved of air pressure (using the
schrader valve located on the bottom of the valve.)

Warning;
- Never use thread tape! Use Locktite 5452 pipe sealant on all external
threaded fittings
- Use Lubriplate 105 white assembly grease for lubrication of O-ring seals
- DO NOT lubricate the poppet rubber, this part MUST remain dry
- If your system has more than one Valve Control Unit (VCU), pay attention
to the arrangement of the valves, as they are NOT interchangeable and
must be installed in the same arrangement.

Required Parts;
W

- TIREBOSS ® Valve Maintenance Kit [TB2-VPO-TB]
- Loctite 5452 Pipe Thread Sealant

Required Tools;

- TIREBOSS ® Cartridge Removal Tool [1000-350]
- 3/16” Hex Key

- 1/4” [6mm] Wrench

- 5/32” Hex Key

- 5/16 ” [8mm] Wrench

- in.lbs Torque Wrench

- 3/4” [19mm] Wrench

- No. 2 Phillips Screw Driver

-13/16” [21mm] Wrench

- 7/32” [5.5mm] Wrench or Socket
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CONTAINED WITHIN THIS GUIDE ARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR BOTH MINOR
AND MAJOR VALVE SERVICES.
A MINOR SERVICE, SERVICES THE VALVE CARTRIDGES AND FITTINGS ON THE BOTTOM OF
THE VALVE. FOR THIS SERVICE FOLLOW PROMPTS INTEGRATED THROUGHOUT THE TEXT
WITH DIRECTIONS REGARDING THE NEXT STEP.
A MAJOR SERVICE, INCLUDES A MINOR SERVICE AS WELL AS THE SOLENOIDS AND SEALS
UNDER THE VCU CAP. FOR THIS SERVICE, FOLLOW EVERY STEP.
BOTH SERVICES BEGIN WITH STEP 1 BELOW;
1. Remove the four 1/4” bolts and accompanying washers
holding both end caps in place.
2. Remove the end caps and gaskets from the valve body.

Inspect for dirt, debris, moisture and tears in the gasket.
New gaskets will be installed upon re-assembly.

3. Using the TIREBOSS ® cartridge removal tool [Part # 1000350], thread a 1/4” bolt through the tool [as seen left] into
the threaded holes at the back of the cartridge. Apply
pressure to the tools handle to pull out the cartridge. Pull
both cartridges and inspect for dirt, debris, moisture, rips
in the O-Rings, swollen or cracked poppet rubbers. All
O-rings and poppets will be replaced upon re-assembly.
4. Inspect the inside of the cartridge bores and pilot holes
for dirt, debris, moisture, or obstructions. Ensure that the
bores are smooth with no ridges in locations where the
O-rings sit.
5. Remove the 1/8” NPT pipe plug from the port labelled
“Filter Inside” using a 3/16” hex key. The port is located on
the bottom of the VCU’s aluminum valve body.

Stainless Steel Sintered Filter
Remove with 5/32" hex key

1/8" NPT Pipe Plug
Remove with 3/16" hex key

6. Further Inside the same hole, remove the 1/16” NPT
stainless steel sintered filter using a 5/32” hex key. Inspect
the filter for dirt, debris, and moisture. Filter will be
replaced upon re-assembly.
*Note* It may be necessary to clean the 1/8” NPT
threads in order to actually remove the filter.
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7. Remove the check valve and connecting fittings from the
pressure port of the valve. The port is labelled “Press” on
the block. Use a 3/4” [19mm] wrench on the check valve
to remove the entire fitting tree. While holding the check
valve with the 3/4” [19mm] wrench, use 13/16” [21mm]
wrench to remove the coupler and elbow. Inspect the
check valve for dirt, debris, or moisture. Check valve will be
replaced upon re-assembly.

Check Valve

*Note* Pay attention to the arrow on the check valve
that indicates direction of flow.
8. Take two of the 1/4” bolts removed in step 1 [when
removing the end caps] and thread them into the back
of the cartridge, through the two holes in the cartridge
removal tool. This prevents the cartridges internals from
spinning and will allow you to loosen the poppet retainer
screw using a 5/32” hex key.
9. Disassemble the cartridge and lay it out for inspection.
Inspect poppet rubber for swelling and cracks. O-Rings
for cracks, or tears, and all components for dirt, debris, or
moisture. All O-rings and poppets will be replaced upon
re-assembly.

Taper of gasket faces in towards
the taper on the cartridge casing

*Note* Take notice of orientation of the poppets rubber,
and the location of the two different sizes of O-Rings.
This will be important during re-assembly.
O-Ring Nitrile 90D
O-Ring Nitrile 70D

MINOR VALVE SERVICE ENDS HERE, PARTS ARE
ABLE TO BE CLEANED AND RE-ASSEMBLED
STARTING WITH STEP 33 ON PAGE 6
MAJOR VALVE SERVICE; CONTINUE WITH STEP 10
10. Remove the outer protective plastic cover from the VCU
by loosening the two center bolts holding it down with
a 5/32” hex key or wrench. Take care and DO NOT loose
O-Rings.
*Note* There are two pairs of O-Rings and Washers
sealing this cover. The first is between the bolt head
and the outer cover. The second is between the outer
cover and the VCU Cap.
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VCU data cable will
be plugged in here

11. Unplug the VCU data cable(s) and remove the four
remaining 1/4” bolts with a 5/32” hex key or wrench.
12. Lift the VCU Cap off the body SLOWLY. There are wires
and connections between the cap and the body that
must not be damaged. The cap gasket will be replaced
upon re-assembly.
*Note* Inspect internal parts, underside of cap, and
valve body for signs of moisture. This area must be
dry at all times. If signs of moisture are found, isolate
and remedy water entry location before continuing
with valve service procedure.
13. Disconnect the four electrical connectors from the board
in the VCU Cap.
*Note* take a picture or make a note to remind your
self of the orientation of the VCU Cap on the valve
body. This will be important during re-assembly.

Solenoid

HOLD HERE!

14. While holding the small solenoid tubing, use a 5/16” [8mm]
wrench to remove the straight fittings screwed into the
main VCU body.
15. Use a 5/16” [8mm] wrench to remove the vent from the top
of the solenoid. Take note of it’s orientation.
*Note* For both steps 14 & 15, avoid removing the
tubing from the nipple as there is a chance of
ripping the hose during this process.
16. Remove the plastic nut by hand from the top of the
solenoid to release the coils.
17. Remove the solenoid plunger using a No.2 Phillips
screwdriver. Check the 2 surface mount O-Rings for
damage. Check pilot circuit for dirt, debris, or moisture.
O-rings will be replaced during re-assembly
*Note* Take notice of plunger orientation. It will be 		
important for reassembly.
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For Single Sensor Transducer Board;
18. Remore the two No.2 phillips head screws and
accompanying lock washers attaching the SINGLE
SENSOR transducer board to the standoffs. Ensure to
remove all three O-Rings and check ports for dirt, debris,
or moisture. O-Rings will be replaced during re-assembly.
For Dual Sensor Transducer Board;
18. Remove the three No.2 phillips head screws and
accompanying lock washers attaching the DUAL SENSOR
transducer board to the dual sensor manifold block.
Remove the 2 standoffs and accompanying lock washers
holding the manifold block the the valve body. Ensure
to remove all 7 O-Rings during removal [six O-Rings in
the manifold blocks ports and one sealing the manifold
block to the valve body] and check ports for dirt, debris, or
moisture. O-Rings will be replaced during re-assembly.
*Note* The transducer board is sensitive and must not
be exposed to any moisture throughout this process
[I.e. water, cleaning chemicals, ect...]
*Note* It is not necessary to remove the heater element
for cleaning, rendering the next step optional. If the
heater is removed, ENSURE NEW thermal heat
compound is applied to cover the ENTIRE base surface
during the re-assembly process.
19. Remove the two No.2 phillips screws and accompanying
lock washers attaching the heater to the block.

The components are now sufficiently disassembled with
access to all ports in the valve body for cleaning.
After a thorough cleaning of all passages and components,
the valve is ready to be reassembled.
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COMPLETELY cover with
thermal heat compound!

20. Using the provided thermal heat compond, coat the
ENTIRE base surface of the heater. Place the heater
onto the valve body and allign phillips screws and
accompanying lock washers with their holes in the block.
Torque these screws to 100 in.oz [~6.25 in.lbs.].
For Single Sensor Transducer Board;
21. Apply a light coat of Lubriplate 105 onto the stem of
the SINGLE SENSOR transducer board. Slide three new
O-rings onto the stem and apply Lubriplate 105 to the
new O-Rings prior to installation into the port.

Fill with Thermal
Heat Compound

Coat with Lubriplate 105

22. Apply thermal heat compond to the sensor probe bore in
the block. Ensure that there is enough compound in the
bore to take up all remaining space once board is seated.
23. Allign the two phillips head screws and accompanying
lock washers with standoffs and torque to 100 in.oz.
[~6.25 in.lbs]
For Dual Sensor Transducer Board;
*Note* Dry fit the assembly prior to installing. The wiring
harness MUST point to the “deflate” side of the valve.
24. Install a new O-Ring between the transducer manifold
block and valve body. Use the two longer standoffs and
accompanying lock washers to attach the manifold block
to the valve body. Torque to 100 in.oz. [~6.25 in.lbs.]. Install
the shorter hex standoff and torque it to 100 in.oz.[~6.25in.
lbs.] as well.

25. Apply a light coat of Lubriplate 105 onto the stems of the
DUAL SENSOR transducer board. Slide six new O-rings
onto the stems and apply Lubriplate 105 to the new
O-Rings prior to installation into the port.

Coat with Lubriplate 105
Fill with Thermal
Heat Compound

26. Apply thermal heat compond to the sensor probe bore in
the block. Ensure that there is enough compound in the
bore to take up all remaining space once board is seated.
27. Allign the three phillips head screws and accompanying
lock washers with standoffs and torque to 100 in.oz.
[~6.25 in.lbs]
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28. Ensure two new O-Rings are seated in the bottom of the
solenoid base. Apply a light coat of Lubricate 105, before
installation. Then torque mounting screws to 100 in.oz
[~6.25 in.lbs.].
*Note* If mounting screws are too lose, the O-rings will
not seal and leak air. If they are too tight the O-rings
may squish and block pilot hole.
29. Slide the solenoid coil onto the shaft with the wire leads
facing in the same orientation as when you took it apart.
*Note* Take notice of the INF and DEF markings on 		
the valve body. These refer to Inflate and Deflate
and will be critical later on to ensure proper
connections for a functional valve.
30. Screw the plastic nuts onto the solenoid plungers hand
tight.
31. Re-install solenoid vent fittings into top of solenoid using
a 5/16” [8mm] wrench. Tighten to original orientation.
32. Re-install the straight vent fitting into the VCU block
using a 5/16” [8mm] wrench. Similar to the removal
process, hold the hose to help reduce strain on the tube.
*Note* If tubing is damaged, it will need to be cut off 		
and replaced with a new piece from maintenance kit.
33. Place a small amount of Lubriplate 105 grease onto the
cartridge’s inner and outer O-rings prior to installation.

Brass Cap

Taper of poppet faces in towards
the taper on the cartridge casing

O-Ring Nitrile 90D

Spring Seat

O-Ring Nitrile 70D

34. Apply a thin layer of Lubriplate 105 grease to the inner
wall of the cartridge, set spring in place and prepare
poppet for installation. Ensure the spring seat is placed
in prior to spring installation. DO NOT LUBE POPPET
RUBBER
35. Install the DRY poppet rubber, and brass retainer on the
cartridge and finger tighten the retainer screw to hold
the assembly in alignment.
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36. Screw two 1/4” bolts through the cartridge removal
tool handle and into the cartridge. Tighten the poppet
retainer screw using a 5/32” hex key and torque to 18 - 22
in.lbs. DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN THE RETAINER SCREW!!
*Note* Ensure the cartridge is correctly assembled by
pushing the poppet with your thumb, it should move
freely. Also shine a light into the poppet and check to
ensure the rubber creates a seal.
37. Apply a light coat of Lubriplate 105 grease to the outer
O-rings and the valve body cartridge port, in order to
insert the cartridges. Begin by holding the cartridges
on a ~45deg angle to ensure the bottom O-ring doesn’t
slice or roll out of place. Once clear push the cartridge
in until it is seated flush within the valve body. Check
O-rings carefully upon installation to ensure they are not
damaged.
38. Use new gaskets when installing the end-caps. Begin by
hand tightening all 8 [4 per side] 1/4” bolts. Follow up
and torque in a cross pattern to 90 in.lbs. Perform this
torquing sequence 3 times.
*Note* Keep in mind the bolt where the hose clamp
needs to go. It is easiest to install the clamp at this
time as well.
39. Set the new valve cover gasket and the VCU cap on top of
the valve and re-connect the four electrical connections.
*Note* The solenoid installed on the “DEF” side of
the block must be plugged into the “DEFLATE”
terminal on the board. The “INF” solenoid
must be plugged into the “INFLATE” terminal on the
board.
40. Hand tighten all 6 bolts along with their respective
O-rings and washers. Go around three times in a cross
pattern torquing to 25 in.lbs.
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41. Remove the two middle bolts. Slide the inner O-Rings
up the bolt to the underside of the outer protective cover
Install the outer VCU protective cover, and the additional
O-rings and washers. Go around twice torquing these
bolts to 25 in.lbs.
42. Add a light coat of oil to the Stainless Steel sintered filter,
then install it with a 5/32” hex key until hand tight. Once
tight, apply a small amount of Loctite 5452 pipe sealant
to the 1/8” NPT plug and reinstall into the valve body
using a 3/16” hex key.
43. Included in the rebuild kit is a new style check valve [TPC
Part# MAS700H] and a 3/8” hex nipple [TPC Part# 122C]. Apply Loctite 5452 pipe sealant to the threads of the
hex nipple before installing into the valve and tightening
with a 11/16” [18mm] wrench.
44. Apply Loctite 5452 to the threads on the other side of the
hex nipple
45. Install new style check valve onto the hex nipple and
tighten using a 13/16” [21mm] wrench.
*IMPORTANT* Ensure that the “direction of flow”
arrow on the check valve is pointing into the VCU 		
block

122-C [Hex Nipple 0.375 MPT]

MAS700H [New Style Check Valve]
PC1469SW-8C [90 ELB .5T x .375MPT SW]

44. Apply Loctite 5452 pipe sealant to elbow fitting and
tighten the fittings with a 13/16” [21mm] wrench.
45. Re-assemble all air lines and cable connections that
were removed prior to service. Open all manual wheel
valves, run system and complete testing. Ensure that
there are no air leaks.
46. The valve service is now complete. Record the date, and
type of service [major or minor] performed on the truck’s
maintenance chart located on the inside of the steel SCU
cover.
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1.2 | Wheel End Valve [WEV] Service Procedure
Before beginning the service;
- Ensure the truck is parked on a flat surface with the parking break on
before beginning service
- Ensure the Valve Control Unit (VCU) is relieved of air pressure (using the
schrader valve located on the bottom of the valve.)

Warning;

- Working with compressed air can cause severe injuries, ensure that
safety glasses are worn at all times during the service.

Required Parts;
W

- Diaphragm for WEV plate [WEV-1000-02]
- Brake Cleaner

Required Tools;
- Soap & Water spray mixture
- Small Flat Screwdriver
- No.2 Phillips Screwdriver
- 3/8” [10mm] Wrench
- 5/32” Allen Key.
- in.oz Torque Wrench
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Wheel End Valve Service
The wheel end plates are exposed to the environment and require yearly servicing to
ensure correct operation. The following procedure outlines the process of this service.
1. Ensure that the truck is parked on a level surface
with the parking break engaged prior to beginning
the service.
2. Begin by checking the rotary unions for excessive
wear or leaks. Spray a light coat of soapy water over
the entire WEV plate.

Spray & Watch here for leaks

3. Grab the union and move it up, down, right and left.
Observe for any bubbles forming in the bearing area
or at the copper washer mating surface indicating
leaks.
*NOTE* It is normal for there to be some 			
movement in the rotary union, however 			
movement allowing air to escape is excessive 		
and requires both a new union and copper 		
washer. Refer to the TIREBOSS “Rotary Union 		
Maintenance” for repair procedures.
4. Close the manual wheel end valves on all tire groups
and remove the schrader valve dust caps [1 for a
single wheel plate, 2 for a dual wheel plate]. Using a
small screwdriver or similar tool, press the center of
the schrader valve [s]to ensure there is no air pressure
remaining in the system.
*NOTE* Working with compressed air can cause
severe injuries, ensure that safety glasses are 		
worn at all times during the service.
5. Remove the screw on the top of the valve caps and
the porous washers underneath using a No.2 phillps
screwdriver. This will release any remaining air
pressure. Ensure the vent is clean and clear of dirt.
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7. In a cross pattern, remove the wheel end valve caps
using a 5/32” allen key.
*NOTE* there is a strong spring pushing up against
the cap, take care to remove the cap slowly and
evenly to prevent injury or damage.
8. After removing the cap and spring, remove the metal
washer, followed by the rubber diaphragm.
9. Check the diaphragm for cracks, rips, or tears.
Replace if any are found [TPC Part# WEV-1000-02].
10. Check all passages in the plate for dirt or debris.
Use brake cleaner and compressed air to clean the
passages. Ensure all passages are clear by quickly
opening each wheel end valve one at a time and
confirming the free flow of air before continuing.
*NOTE* there is a small hole in the center of the 		
orifice screwed into the plate that MUST be clean
to ensure accurate readings of the tire pressure.
11. Re-install the diaphragm. Be sure that the outer edge
is seated correctly into the groove of the plate. If it
is not seated correctly the diaphragm could pinch
causing both damage and leaks.
12. Re-Install the metal washer on top of the diaphragm
and set the spring onto it
13. Set the wheel end valve cap onto the spring.
14. Apply a small amount of anti-sieze onto the socket
cap screws before inserting them through the cap
and into the WEV plate.
15. Slowly and evenly tighten the socket cap screws to
seat the cap. Use caution when tightening the cap as
to not pinch the diaphragm. Using the No.2 phillips
screwdriver, re-install the porous waher and screw.
16. Torque bolts to 50 in.oz.
17. Repeat steps 1-16 for all other tires
18. Open the wheel end valves and leak check with a
soap and water mixture.
19. Turn on the TIREBOSS 2 system and set it to its
highest setting before leak testing again.
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1.3 | Rotary Union Service Procedure
Before beginning the installation;
- Ensure that the truck is parked on a flat surface with the parking brake
on before beginning service
- Ensure that all Wheel End Valves are OPEN while testing and
CLOSED while servicing

Warning;
- Working with compressed air can cause severve injuries, ensure that
safety glasses are worn at all tiems thoughout the service.

Required Parts;
W

- New Rotary Union [Refer to Parts Manual for TPC Part #]
- Nemco Red Max EP1.5 Tacky Grease
- Loctite 5452
- Brake Cleaner

Required Tools;
- 15/16” Crowsfoot [3/8” drive]

- 7/8” [23mm] Wrench

- 6” Extension [3/8” drive]

- 15/16” [24mm] Wrench

- Small Flat Screwdriver

- Hand Operated Grease Gun

- ft.lbs. Torque Wrench [3/8” drive]
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Rotary unions should be checked weekly for excessive wear to ensure proper operation of
the system. A faulty/ damaged rotary union will introduce a leak into the system that will
result in the deflation of an entire tire group when the system is left unpowered [I.e. when
the trucked is parked and turned off].
Testing Rotary Unions - Weekly;
1. Ensure that the truck is parked on a level surface
with the parking break engaged prior to beginning
the service.
2. With the manual wheel end valves OPEN, spray
a light coat of soapy water on the rotary union
bearing, and where the copper washer mates with
the WEV plate.
3. Grab the union and wiggle it up, down, right and left
and observe for any bubbles forming at the bearing
and mating surface location indicating leaks.
Spray & Watch here for leaks

Greasing Rotary Unions;

*Note* Some movement in the rotary union is 		
normal, however movement allowing air 			
to escape is excessive and requires replacement
[This process can be found on Page 2].

When operating on roads that are frequently
salted, sanded or have calcium applied to them.
When operating on clean and clear roads

Grease every 2,500 km [1,500 miles]
Grease every 5,000 km [3,000 miles]

*Note* Short rotary unions utilize a sealed 		
bearing and do not require greasing.
1. Locate the grease nipple on the side of the rotary
union body.
2. Apply a sparing amount [maximum one pump] of
grease through the nipple to replace the grease
that has been dissipated through use.
*Note* DO NOT use power greasers, they will 		
damage the rotary union’s seals. Over greasing
[I.e. 2+ pumps of grease] will also damage the 		
rotary union seals.
*Note* TPC recomends using “Nemco Red Max 		
EP1.5” grease, however any grease that is tacky, 		
and water resistant, with a high dropping point 		
[260oC +] will suffice.
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Replacing Rotary Unions;
1. Ensure that all manual wheel end valves are closed
prior to beginning rotary union replacement.
2. Remove the dust caps from the schrader valves
located on the wheel end valve plate and using a
small flat screwdriver press on the center stem of
the schrader valve to release all compressed air
within the plate.
3. Locate the schrader valve on the bottom of the VCU
responsible for controlling the tire zone the service
is occuring on. Remove the dust cap, and using a
small flat screwdriver press on the center stem of
the schrader valve to release the compressed air
built up in the lines.
4. Remove the feed line from the fittings on the rotary
union.
*Note* for plastic lines [I.e. the orange lines, 		
pictured left], undo the compression fitting 		
using a 15/16” [24mm] wrench. For heavy 			
duty lines with steel fittings [I.e. black hoses, 		
not pictured], undo the JIC hose end using 		
an 11/16” [18mm] wrench.
5. Remove the remaining fittings attached to the old
union using a 7/8” [23mm] wrench. Apply Loctite
5452 onto the threads and re-install them back into
the new rotary union. Tighten until these fittings are
oriented in the same position.
6. Using the bent 15/16” TPC wrench [TPC Part # 3927606], or a 15/16” crowsfoot with 6” extension and
ratchet, remove the old rotary union and copper
washer.
7. Inspect the hole the rotary union came from
and remove any foreign debris and clean before
continuing.
8. Install the new copper washer [TPC Part #1105-070]
onto the new rotary union before installing it into
the wheel end valve plate.
9. Tighten using a 15/16” crowsfoot and torque wrench
to torque the new rotary union to 50 ft.lbs [Or until
tight when using the bent 15/16” TPC wrench].
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10. Attach the rotary union feed lines coming from the
VCU onto the new rotary union.
*Note* for plastic lines [I.e. the orange lines, 		
pictured left], tighten the compression 			
fitting using a 15/16” [24mm] wrench until tight. 		
For heavy duty lines with steel fittings [I.e. black 		
hoses , not pictured], tighten the JIC hose 			
end using an 11/16 [18mm] wrench.
11. Open the manual wheel end valves and spray a
light coat of soapy water at on all connections
around the rotary union.
12. Grab the union and wiggle it up, down, right and left
and observe for any bubbles forming at the wheel
end plate mating surface or any fittings indicating
leaks.

Spray & Watch here for leaks

13. If leaks are found, tighten rotary union or fittings
and ensure an airtight seal before continuing. If no
leaks are found then turn on the system, pressurize
to the maximum setting and repeat the leak test
procedure.
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2.1 | Setting the Pressure Protection Valve [PPV]
Before beginning the service;
- Ensure all manual wheel end valves are closed
- With the truck turned off, depress the brake pedal to ensure that
no air is remaining in the wet tank or AD-IS/ AD-HF dryer

Warning;
- Never use thread tape! Use Locktite 5452 pipe sealant on all external
threaded fittings.

Required Parts;
- Locktite 5452 Pipe Thread Sealant

Required Tools;
- 3/16” Hex Key
- 1/2” [13mm] Wrench
- 9/16” [14mm] Wrench
- External Pressure Gauge with 1/4” Fitting [Only for AD-IS & AD-HF
equipped trucks]

CONTAINED WITHIN THIS GUIDE ARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR SETTING THE
FAILSAFE VALUES ON THE PRESSURE PROTECTION VALVE.
FOR TRUCKS EQUIPPED WITH CONVENTIONAL DRYER SYSTEMS,
FOLLOW THE STEPS BEGINNING ON PAGE 3
FOR TRUCKS EQUIPPED WITH AD-IS & AD-HF DRYER SYSTEMS,
FOLLOW THE STEPS BEGINNING ON PAGE 4
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Conventional Dryer Equipped Trucks;
1. Locate the “Pressure Port” hose on the bottom of the VCU
labelled “Press”. Using a 1/2” [13mm] box wrench, press
on the outer ring of the brass fitting and remove the hose
from the valve by pulling directly away from the fitting.

Pressure Port

2. Start the truck and navigate the to the “Valve Status”
screen on the OCU unit inside the truck cab.
3. With the engine at idle, air will be flowing out of the open
line. If the pressure stabilizes at 95 PSI [+/- 4 PSI], the PPV
is set okay. If the reading is not within this range then
proceed with step 4.
4. Remove the rubber cap covering the top of the PPV valve.
Using a 9/16” [14mm] wrench on the locking nut and a
3/16” hex key you can adjust the pressure.
5. Pay attention to the “Actual PSI” reading, and adjust the
PPV set screw until the reading is steady at 95 PSI [+/- 4
PSI].
*Note* Turning the PPV set screw clockwise will
increase the pressure, while turning the PPV set screw
counter-clockwise will decrease pressure.
*Note* While adjusting the PPV, go slow and allow the
tank pressure to stabilize before refining further.
6. Once you have established a 95 PSI [+/-4 PSI] PPV setting,
tighten the lock nut using a 9/16” [14mm] wrench to
ensure the setting doesn’t change.
7. While sitting in the truck, depress the brake pedal to bring
the “Actual PSI” reading down to 80 PSI. With the truck at
idle, ensure the systems builds pressure and re-stabilizes
at 95PSI [+/- 4 PSI].
8. Turn off the truck, replace the rubber PPV cover and reattach the pressure hose to the bottom of the VCU by
pushing it back into the fitting. The PPV is now set, ensure
to leak test all fittings before operating the truck.

Pressure Port
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AD-IS & AD-HF Dryer Equipped Trucks;
1. Locate the “Pressure Port” hose on the bottom of the VCU
labelled “Press”. Using a 1/2” [13mm] box wrench, press
on the outer ring of the brass fitting and remove the hose
from the valve by pulling directly away from the fitting.

Pressure Port

2. Remove the test port plug on the PPV using a 1/4” hex key
and thread an external pressure gauge into this 1/4” NPT
threaded location.
3. Start the truck and let it idle, air will be flowing out of the
open line. Monitor the external pressure gauge. If the
pressure stabilizes at 95 PSI [+/- 4 PSI], the PPV is set okay.
If the reading is not within this range then proceed with
step 4.
4. Remove the rubber cap covering the top of the PPV valve.
Using a 9/16” [14mm] wrench on the locking nut and a
3/16” hex key you can adjust the pressure.
5. Pay attention to the external pressure gauge, and adjust
the PPV hex head screw until the reading is steady at 95
PSI [+/- 4 PSI].
*Note* Turning the PPV set screw clockwise will
increase the pressure, while turning the PPV counterclockwise will decrease pressure.
*Note* While adjusting the valve, go slow and allow the
tank pressure to stabilize before refining further.
6. Once you have established a 95 PSI [+/-4 PSI] PPV setting,
tighten the lock nut using a 9/16” [14mm] wrench to
ensure the setting doesn’t change.
7. While sitting in the truck, depress the brake pedal to bring
the reading on the external pressure gauge down to 80
PSI. With the truck at idle, ensure the systems builds
pressure and re-stabilizes at 95PSI [+/- 4 PSI]
8. Remove the external pressure gauge and re-install the
test port plug into the PPV using a 1/4” hex key. Apply
Locktite 5452 pipe thread sealant before installing.

Pressure Port

9. Turn off the truck, replace the rubber PPV cover and reattach the pressure hose to the bottom of the VCU by
pushing it back into the fitting. The PPV is now set, ensure
to leak test all fittings before operating the truck.
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